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Research Method 

The research method that we chose to evaluate and measure the effectiveness of the 
current site categories and labels was the card sorting method. We organized an online 
card sorting evaluation through Optimal Workshop that we distributed to ten typical site 
users. We felt this method best suited our purposes because of the low cost and 
simplicity of the evaluation. We organized the card sorting via the basic method and 
allowed site users to give additional input through written post questions after the initial 
sorting task and allowing them to create their own categories.      
 

Information Architecture 

After our card sort evaluation and research of other similar competitor’s sites, with our 
site user’s opinions in mind we chose to use the hierarchy (more complex) information 
architecture structure for our site. Because of our user base and site contents a 
sequential site architecture would not be appropriate for users searching for specific 
items and a web-linked architecture would be too complex for a large part of our user 
demographic. The average user targeting, and overall site organization of the hierarchy 
information architecture format best suits our needs for design and our user’s needs.  
 

Labels 

The site will be organized around a single home page which then has links to the 
subpages; Books, Movies, Contact, and About. Five site users who participated in our 
cord sort study added categories for both movies and books separately or just the 
addition of movies. Additionally, we had one participant (josephinenwoke@yahoo.com) 
specifically asked for a contact section in the questioning at the end of the card 
sorting.  We also had six participants create an about or biography section. Based on 
this user feedback and recommendation we determined that Books, Movies, Contact, 
and About categories/labels would be appropriate.  
 

Approach 

The approach/ pattern we are using for the site is the “Top-Down approach”. This 
approach means that we start from the broadest category and then break down into 
logical subsets. In Suzanne’s site we think starting with the broadest category which is 
the homepage will be a good idea because it will have links to other sub-pages. We 
chose this approach because it was complex enough to encompass all the content that 



we wanted to include in the website and simple enough to be straight forward and not 
risk confusing any level site user. It also conformed to our surveys as many of the 
individuals who participated called for separate sections based on the medium of her 
works (i.e. books and movies) as well as having separate defined sections for about 
contact. 

Based on our site labels, the type of navigation label we will use the main navigation 
system where the links to other pages in the site behaves in a consistent manner. This 
gives the user the ability to explore the site with ease and users will be able to switch 
between pages if they so desire while getting the information they are looking for. The 
Home page will represent top-level page of the site while links to other pages will be 
below the home page.  
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